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The Terner Center for Housing Innovation, in collaboration with TechEquity Collaborative, released a report on September 28
titled “Rising Rents, Not Enough Data: How a Lack of Transparency Threatens to Undermine California’s Rent Cap.” 1 The law that
the authors refer to is Assembly Bill 1482, the California Tenant Protection Act of 2019, which caps rent increases on tenants.
The report’s authors conclude from their data analysis that there may be widespread violation of this cap. The report is a call to
action for additional state regulation on rental price data collection, enforcement of the law, and tenant education — specifically
based on the authors’ claim that their analysis demonstrates “the need for more data and transparency about rental prices”2.
This white paper is the Center for Economic Forecasting and Development’s (CEFD) response to their report.
Any professional analysis claiming widespread legal violations should have a very high burden of proof. Yet the Terner Center’s
report doesn’t offer any data on growth in rents actually paid by California renters, instead looking only at asking rents for
vacant units, which make up an exceedingly limited sample. This means the report’s allegations of malfeasance are not just
poorly supported but a non sequitur. A high-level look at data from the U.S. Census’s American Community Survey suggests a
contradictory conclusion, that increases in rent being paid by California tenants appear to be largely adhering to AB 1482’s limits.
The Terner Center’s report not only fails to support its allegations, but those allegations are likely untrue in light of available
public data.
CEFD also disagrees with one of the unstated but obvious assumptions underlying the report—that any rental price increase
necessarily reduces the welfare of tenants. Starting with this assumption biases any interpretation of the data presented. Here,
we present additional evidence from the American Community Survey that suggests a different story, namely that rental price
increases in California in recent years have been mainly driven by growth in tenant incomes, and as such, rent-to-income ratios
have remained remarkably steady. This implies that the increases in asking rents presented in the Terner Center report are
not prima facie evidence of a growing housing crisis, but instead the logical outcome of a tight labor market and a supplyconstrained rental market.
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https://ternercenter.berkeley.edu/blog/rising-rents-not-enough-data-rent-cap/
“Rising Rents, Not Enough Data,” page 8.

The Terner Center somewhat conceded the report’s flaws in an October 7 response written by their Managing Director and
published on their website. In that, they acknowledged receiving criticisms and concerns about the failures in the analysis
saying, “we could have done better.”3 However, rather perversely, their response claims that the goal the report is valid even if
the report is not: “without better data on changes in rent prices, we cannot know if and how policies are working in practice.” In
other words, the weakness of the original report (a lack of relevant data) is aberrantly used as a justification for its conclusions.
Unfortunately, the Terner Center has failed to officially withdraw its report and its original allegations remain unchallenged
in the public sphere. In an era characterized by a “say it enough times and it becomes true” approach to policymaking, CEFD
believes the report should have been more fully recanted. Given that, CEFD is formally responding to the Terner Center’s report
and its conclusions in order to ensure its flaws are transparent.
Among other things, AB 1482 places a 5% plus consumer price index (CPI) inflation cap on rent increases for existing tenants
or a 10% cap — whichever is smaller. In particular, and also acknowledged by the report, this rent-cap increase only applies to
tenants who are renewing their lease. It does not apply if the rental unit is turning over and being rented to a new tenant.
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Despite this the Terner Center’s report analyzes changes in asking rents for rental units that have been listed multiple times on
Zillow, a real estate listing platform. It states that growth in asking rents for this small selection of units on the Zillow website
has accelerated sharply in the last few years. The report notes that “annual rents in these markets were growing roughly 3 to
5 times faster than when the law was passed,” and “60 percent of rental listings posted this past springtime had annual price
increases above the rate set by the rent cap.”4 From this the report suggests that “intense appreciation among advertised rentals
demonstrates rising market pressure, raising significant questions about the extent to which households eligible for the rent cap
are seeing their rents rise in excess of what is allowed under state law”. 5
This is a non sequitur. As noted, the data in question is for units that are being advertised as available for rent and, as such, the
caps imposed by AB 1482 do not apply. This is something that the report fully acknowledges in another section of the document
when it states that “[b]ecause Zillow listings are intended to advertise to new tenants, our analysis does not show that a large
number of rental agreements are violating the terms of the law.”6 But the authors make no effort to correlate changes in asking
and actual rents. And elsewhere, the report deceptively notes that the “[a]vailable data do not allow us to differentiate between
rent increases for those households who are eligible for rent cap protections and those who are not.”7 There are no renting
household rents being tracked in this data, only asking rents for vacant units. To suggest otherwise seems like an attempt to
obscure a fundamental flaw.
There are additional problems with the Zillow data. The Terner Center’s report never notes the size of its sample, but it’s
reasonable to assume it is quite small. A quick look at the Zillow platform shows there are currently about 6,000 rental units
listed (being “for rent”) in Los Angeles County, representing just 0.33% of all rental units in the County, according to the American
Community Survey. Given the fact that the report only uses listings that were also advertised one year earlier means only a small
portion of the .33% listings can actually be used. Also, it isn’t clear whether the very small Zillow sample is representative of
asking rents for a full selection of properties. The report does not provide any information about the units included in its sample,
such as the share of single-family rentals, age of the buildings, or statistics as simple as the average rent. Even if asking rents was
a relevant statistic, this data is highly unlikely to be statistically sound enough for a judicious and dispassionate analysis.
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But the central point of the Terner Center’s report has to do with compliance with AB 1482 by property owners. The report claims
“[t]he lack of accurate, publicly-accessible, real-time data on rents makes it difficult to know how rent prices are moving”.8
This isn’t true. Such data can be obtained from the American Community Survey, an annual census of roughly 3% of the U.S.
population which asks, among many other questions, about gross rent paid and various other relevant metrics on bedrooms,
age of structure, and the income of the household. This data has been available for over a decade and is easily accessible on
government websites.
Notably, it isn’t perfect data. The yearly survey’s downside is that it does not allow for tracking of individual households over
time so we cannot perform a direct check on whether there are widespread violations of AB 1482. The upside is that the survey
provides a reasonably complete picture of the nation’s renting population and looking at these population averages absolutely
provide rough metrics on changes in rent paid. The American Community Survey data is certainly superior to the Zillow data and
should have been referenced prior to allegations of widespread malfeasance.
CEFD extracted data from the American Community Survey on median rent paid by tenants in the 11 largest counties in California
for 2019 and 2021.9Given constraints put in place by the law, rent growth was capped at approximately 6% from 2019 to 2020
and 10% from 2020 to 2021. Thus, if rents moved at this maximum pace, we would expect an average 8% growth rate per year for
existing renters over this two-year period. Yet for the 11 counties we considered, San Bernardino County experienced the fastest
annual growth in median rent paid (6.4%) while Santa Clara and Alameda Counties came in at just 1.6% and 1.4%, respectively.
Average rents (calculated by dividing cross aggregate rent paid by the number of renting households) increased from a low of
2.9% per year in Alameda County to 7.9% in San Francisco County.
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CHANGES IN AVERAGE AND MEDIAN RENT PAID, 11 LARGEST CALIFORNIA COUNTIES (2019–2021)
Number of Renting
Households 2021

Annual Growth
in Median Rent

Annual Growth in
Average Rent

Share that Moved
in 2019 or later

Alameda County

260,203

1.4%

2.9%

41.5%

Contra Costa County

131,263

3.2%

4.4%

38.6%

Fresno County

137,581

6.1%

4.1%

38.6%

1,756,032

4.2%

4.5%

34.8%

Orange County

454,873

4.1%

5.1%

45.0%

Riverside County

233,750

3.0%

2.5%

36.4%

Sacramento County

232,176

5.3%

5.6%

43.3%

San Bernardino County

247,607

6.4%

6.1%

40.3%

San Diego County

518,379

4.2%

6.1%

49.7%

San Francisco County

204,637

5.2%

7.9%

43.6%

Santa Clara County

278,880

1.6%

4.4%

49.1%

Los Angeles County

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; Analysis by UCR Center for Economic Forecasting and Development
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“Rising Rents, Not Enough Data,” page 3.
The 2020 data had collection problems because of the pandemic; hence, the data is less reliable.

Data is available for even smaller areas. There are 138 designated “places” in California that are large enough for the U.S. Census
to provide data on median gross rents for all rental units and for a sub-selection of 1- and 2-bedroom units in 2019 and 2021.
We find that the average annual increase in median gross rent across these areas was 4% between 2019 and 2021. For a sample
limited to 1-bedroom apartments the average increase was 4.1% while for gross median rents for 2-bedroom units the average
increase across all areas was 4.4%. There is a range of outcomes among the different areas but that is not surprising given the
small sample size and noise in the data.
Importantly, this data will contain rents paid by households that are not subject to the cap — for example, those who recently
moved to a new unit or are renting a single-family home owned by an individual. A large number of renters in this data have
moved in the last two years, from 34.8% of all renters in Los Angeles County to 49.7% in San Diego County. Unless we had some
reason to believe that those who moved saw significant decreases in rent paid — the exact opposite of the findings reported
in the Terner Center’s report — it would be almost statistically impossible for a large share of non-moving renters to have
experienced rent increases at a pace greater than the limits imposed by AB 1482 given how the overall median and average rents
grew so little.
One issue with the American Community Survey data is the long lag time before it is available, hence this analysis only looks
through 2021. Most data on rental prices suggests a strong acceleration in asking rents in 2022—one of the underlying motivations
for the Terner Center’s report. The data CEFD examined shows this jump as well. According to one provider, REIS, asking rents
in Los Angeles County increased 17% from the 2nd quarter of 2021 to the 2nd quarter of 2022 after seeing no increase in the
previous two years.10
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Again, it is critical to remember that asking rents are not actual rents. The 2022 American Community Survey information will
not be fully released until October of 2023, so it will be some time before we are able to access the data and gain a better
understanding of current dynamics in the market and how it is spilling over into rents paid. However, the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics shows the rental CPI in Los Angeles County to be just 4.9% year-over-year despite the large jump in asking rents. This
follows a period of much lower-than-normal price increases for rental housing in the Los Angeles MSA. Note that this is relatively
opaque data and it’s important to recognize its limitations, but it certainly doesn’t suggest that there are widespread violations
of AB 1482.

There may be another reason for sharp increases in asking rents in California. One aspect of AB 1482 is that it incentivizes landlords to raise rents on every
occasion possible so as not to fall behind the market rate and, thus, not be able to catch up in the future. This may cause overall rents to rise at a faster pace
than if the cap had not existed in the first place. Between this and the relatively high rate of tenant turnover, it is unclear if AB 1482 is having a net-positive
impact on the state’s tenants even during this time of relatively rapid increases in asking rent.
10
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CONSUMER PRICE INDEX: RENT OF PRIMARY RESIDENCE
LOS ANGELES MSA, YOY GROWTH RATES
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; Analysis by UCR Center for Economic Forecasting and Development
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Clearly, deeper analysis of the American Community Survey data is warranted, a project CEFD will be pursuing when the full
dataset is made available by the U.S. Census Bureau later this year. But even this preliminary analysis does nothing to suggest
that there may be a tenant crisis brewing behind the scenes in California that necessitates dramatic new state regulations on
data collection, education, and enforcement as opined by the Terner Center’s report.
There is an even deeper flaw to the Terner Center’s report that needs to be addressed. The report states at the outset that “[s]
ubstantial research has demonstrated that sharp rent increases particularly harm lower-income households, and often result
in displacement or severe rent burdens.”11In other words the analysis begins with the assumption that any increase in rent
reduces the welfare of California tenants. The reality is far more nuanced and rental price increases are not prima facie evidence
of a growing affordability crisis. The specific market drivers behind an increase in rent are what matter and what need to be
considered and understood. If an increase is driven by a large gap between population growth and housing supply, then the
impact on tenant welfare is likely to be negative. But there are other reasons why asking rents jump that don’t imply a welfare
problem—for example growth in tenant household income.
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Again, a brief look at the American Community Survey data can help us better understand the underlying dynamics of the
California rental market in recent years. Median rent paid in California rose from $1,375 to $1,750 between 2016 and 2021,
roughly a 5% increase per year. Yet the data on rent-to-income ratios show little change over this period of time. In the aggregate,
the average rent-to-income ratio12 for the state was 23.9% in 2016 and 24.1% in 2021, statistically speaking, unchanged. It is
possible that the average is masking a change in the distribution of rent-to-income ratios (e.g., more households in both lower
and higher rent-to-income ratios where the latter group is clearly suffering a welfare loss). Yet a breakdown in the distribution
of rent-to-income ratios also remained virtually unchanged over this five-year span. The increases in rent paid in California in
recent years seem to be driven primarily by growth in tenant income, which in turn suggests little to no welfare loss for the state’s
renting population in recent years.

SHARE OF CALIFORNIA RENTERS BY RENT-TO-INCOME RATIO
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“This is calculated as the aggregate gross rent paid in the state divided by the number of tenant households paying rent.

More Than 35%

This also helps place recent sharp increases in asking rents in a better context. The labor shortages in the United States have had
a dramatic impact on worker earnings, particularly among lower-income workers. According to data from the Atlanta Federal
Reserve’s Wage Tracker, over the last 5 years, workers in the bottom quartile of earnings—almost all of whom live in rental
housing—experienced a faster pace of earnings growth than workers at higher earnings levels. And the most recent data shows
that the bottom quartile has experienced the highest ever recorded pace of earnings growth in the 25 years the data has been
available. The second to lowest quartile had the second highest pace of earnings growth. This indicates that the current trends
in the market are not a major escalation of housing unaffordability as the Terner Center’s report suggests, but rather the rise in
asking rents is simply tracking the sharp increases in worker earnings.
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None of this means the rental situation in California is not an important economic challenge. The state’s rent-to-income ratio
is high compared to most of the rest of the nation, and this puts stress on California’s poorest residents and intensifies the
labor shortages affecting many of the state’s businesses. But the sharp increase in asking rents in the state over the last year
is neither evidence of widespread violations of AB 1482 nor of an acute escalation of the state’s affordability crisis. Sadly, the
Terner Center’s report represents a step backwards in discussing this critical and complex issue, seemingly designed more for
stoking political outrage than for helping to guide California towards better solutions.
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